
Draw lines to the correct word 
endings. 

-gue or -que?

Mr Whoops has made two silly 
spelling mistakes. Can you help him 
to correct them? Use a dictionary if you 
need to.

I always struggle to remembur 
important and speshial dates. 

Underline all of the direct speech in 
the sentences below:

“Get out your spelling books, please,” 

requested the teacher politely. “Does 

everyone have a pencil?”

Can you think of an adjective and a 
preposition beginning with…

Place a tick in each row to show how 
you would form the plural version of 
the noun:

Can you underline the main clause 
in this sentence?

Stone Age men were very skilled hunters 
because they had to catch their own 
food to survive. 
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Draw lines to the correct word 
endings. 

-gue or -que?

Mr Whoops has made two 
silly spelling mistakes. Can you 
help him to correct them? Use a 
dictionary if you need to.

I always struggle to remembur 
important and speshial dates. 

Underline all of the direct speech 

in the sentences below:

“Get out your spelling books, please,” 

requested the teacher politely. “Does 

everyone have a pencil?”

Can you think of an adjective 
and a preposition beginning 
with…

Accept any adjectives and 
prepositions starting with 
consonants and vowels, e.g. gorgeous 
and below; attractive and above.

Place a tick in each row to show 
how you would form the plural 
version of the noun:

Can you underline the main 
clause in this sentence?

Stone Age men were very skilled 
hunters because they had to catch 

their own food to survive. 
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